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ABSTRACT 
For many time-constrained communication applications. such as packetized voice. a critical 
performance measure is the percentage of messages which are transmitted within a giyen amount 
of time after tJ1eir arrival at a sending station. \Ve examine the use of a group random access 
protocol based on time windows for achieving time-constrained communication in a multiple 
access environment. First. we formulate a policy for controlling protocol operation in order to 
minimize the percentage of messages with waiting times greater than some given bound. A semi-
\tarkov decision model is then developed for protocol operation and three of the four optimal 
control elements of this policy are then determined. 
Although the semi-~larkov decision model can also be used to obtain performance results. the 
procedure is too computationally expensiYe to be of practical use. Thus. an alternate 
performance model based on a centralized queueing system with impatient customers is 
developed. Protocol performance under the optimal elements of the control policy shows 
significant im provements over cases in which the protocol is not controlled III this manner. 
Simulation results are also presented to corroborate the analytic results. 
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1. Introduction 
During the past ten years, numerous research efforts have been directed towards developing 
protocols for erriciently sharing a single multiple access communication channel among a 
community of distributed users; a survey of these efforts can be found in [Tobagi 80]. A primary 
performance objective of these protocols has been to minimize average message delay, i.e., the 
average time between a message's arrival at the sending station and its reception at the 
destination station. 
Recently, there has been considerable interest in supporting real-time or time-constrained 
communication applications such as packetized voice [Cohen ii] [Gitman 81] and distributed 
sensor networks [DSN 82] in a multiple access environment. The communication requirements of 
time-constrained applications differ significantly from those of traditional multiple access 
communication in two respects. First, a certain amount of message loss is usually tolerable. 
Secondly, a message which is not successfully transmitted within a certain amount of time after 
its arrival at the sending station is considered lost, regardless of whether or not it is eventually 
received at the destination station. One consequence of these differences is that the primary 
performance objective is no longer to minimize average message delay but rather to maximize the 
percentage of messages successfully transmitted within the time constraint. These fundamentally 
different communication characteristics and performance objectives suggest that previously 
developed multiple access protocols may not be well suited for time-constrained applications. 
In earlier work [Kurose 83] it was noted that in addition to its traditional role as· an arbiter of 
channel sharing, a multiple access protocol also serves as a distributed scheduling mechanism by 
(implicitly or explicitly) imposing a global transmission order on all messages distributed among 
the stations in the network. This scheduling function was shown to critically affect the 
distribution of message delays and thus the time-constrained performance of the protocol as well. 
A random access protocol. based on a generalization of time window protocols [Gallager 78] 
[Towsley 82] was proposed which provided a family of scheduling disciplines based on message 
arrival times. The performance of this protocol. which required that all.messages be sent. was 
examined for the cases in which messages in the network were sent on a global FCFS. LCFS and 
RANDOM basis. 
In this paper. we relax the constraint that all messages be transmitted, and examine one policy 
for controlling protocol operation in order to maximize the percentage of messages with delays 
below a given time constraint. In the following section we review the basic operation of the time 
window protocol and define the different elements which comprise a protocol control policy. In 
section 3 a semi-~farkov decision model of protocol operation is developed and three of the four 
optimal elements of the control policy are then determined. A heuristic is presented for the final 
policy element. Although the semi-~Iarkov decision model can also be used to obtain performance 
results, the procedure is too computationally expensive to be of practical use. Thus. an alternate 
performance model based on a centralized queueing system with impatient customers is developed 
in section 4 and protocol performance is examined. 
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2. Group Polling and the Time-Window Protocol 
Many of the protocols which have been propo~ed ror sharing a multiple aece!'!' channel belong to 
the class of group polling [Hayes i81 or tree protocols [Tanenbaum 81]. Their operation i!l ba.qed 
on the principle of granting transmission rights to a group of stations (the enabled stations) in the 
hope that only a single station in the group is readv, i.e., has a message to !lend. Depending on 
the manner in which the enabled group is determined, group polling can often allocate the 
channel mere efriciently than !ltandard hub polling [Schwartz iiI. Group polling protocol~ 
operate by selecting some criterion, e.g., a range of station addresses [Hayes i81 [Capetanakis 791 
or an interval of time [Gallager i81 [Towsley 821, such that all stations satisfying the given 
criteria (e.g., having an address or a message arrival within specified range) are in the enabled 
group. The manner in which this criteria is determined and possibly modified in order to isolate 
a single ready station in the enabled group will be discussed shortly. For time-constrained 
communication, since the distribution of message delay is of primary importance, it is natural to 
base protocol operation on group polling techniques that grant transmission rights based on 
message arrival times. Let us now briefly review the operation of such a protocol. 
The protocol operates in a synchronous fashion. All statioI1!l continuously monitor the channel 
and begin by selecting some interval or window of time in the past according to some policy. In 
the following sections, a P9licy for selecting this initial window will be formulated, but ror now let 
us simply assume that some policy exists, that all statioI1!l follow this policy, and thus all stations 
select the same window. Once a window has been selected, one of three possibilities can then 
occur. One possibility is that no stations have a message arrival in the selected initial time 
window. This situation is shown in figure la, in which message arrival times at stations 
throughout the network are shown below the time axis. In this case, no stations are enabled. no 
messages are transmi·,;ted and the channel remains silent. Once the channel remains silent ror an 
amount of time equal to the end-to-end propagation delay of the channel, T, all stations know that 
no other stations have arrivals in this time interval. The stations can then determine a new 
initial time window and repeat the channel access procedure. 
The second possibility is that exactly one station has a message arrival in the initial window. In 
this case, this station begins transmitting its message without interference. The aboye process is 
then repeated upon termination of the message transmission. Finally, if more than one station 
has an arrival in the initial window, then two or more stations transmit messages (figure Ib) and 
a collision occurs. If there is a collision, then it is detected by all stations within j time units. 
Stations then continue to monitor the channel and attempt to resolve this collision by splitting 
the initial window in half and. selecting one or the two halves (figure Ic). Since all stations follow 
the same policy, they select the same half of the split window to be the new time window and the 
group polling procedure is then repeated. If no station has an arrival in the selected half of a 
split window, then the channel remains idle and all stations then select the other half of the split 
window, immediately split this window (since it is known to contain two or more message 
arrivals), choose one of the halves of the newly split window and repeat the above procedure 
using this half of the window. This ~plilting process continues until a single message is finally 
transmitted. 
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Thus, the result of each windowing process, i.e., the selection of an initial window and its 
subsequent splitting (if any). always eventually results in either the start of a single message 
transmission or, if the initial window contains no message arrivals, the start of 3 new windowing 
process. Note that each step (choosing or splitting a window and transmitting any arrivals in the 
window) in the process takes T units of time, the time required for all stations to determine 
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Figure 1: Operation of the time window protocol 
All stations perform this windowing process and thus all stations know the width and starting 
time of every interval of time in the past which is known to contain either no message arrivals or 
arrivals that have aready been successfully transmitted. Since these intervals are known to 
contain no untransmitted message arrivals, the statio03 can remove these intervals of time from 
further consideration. Thus. the stati-ell~ might ~ew the time axis as shown below in figure 2. 
The shaded regions in figure 2 indicate those intervals- of time which are known to contain no 
arrivals of untransmitted messages. 
Note that the opportunity for controlling protocol operation arises only at those times when an 
initial window must be selected. Assuming the protocol maintains some state information (such 
as a record of its past history as in the time axis in figure 2), then a selection of 
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Figure 2: A station's view of the time axis 
- the position of the initial window 
- the length of the initial window 
- a procedure for splitting the window should collisions occur 
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must be made. based on the current state, from some set of alternatives. Once an alternative for 
operation has been selected. the probabilistic evolution of the protocol is determined until the 
next time an initial window must be chosen. The selection of an alternative for action (i.e., 
specifying (1) through (3) above) given the current state is known as a decision and the set of all 
-deci~ions is known as a po1icV. 
The problem we now want to address is how to select those alternatives (or operation that will 
maximize the percentage of messages with delays below the given time constraint. A message's 
delay (or waiting time) will be defined as the amount of time between its arrival at the sending 
station and the beginning of the windowing process immediately preceding and resulting in, its 
own successful transmission, Thus, a message's delay does not (by definition) include the time 
required for the single windowing process re5ulting in its transmission. However, the delay does 
include the windowing time (or the other message transmissions since its arrival; this point will be 
further discussed in section 4. 
3. Controlling the Time Window Protocol 
In this section we address the problem of selecting policy elements (1) - (3) in order to ma.ximize 
tbe percentage of messages with a delay below a given bound. First. we develop a state space 
representation suitable to encode the necessary past history of the protocol. This state space 
description is then used as a basis for a semi-Markov decision model [Howard ill of protocol 
operation. The usual approach for finding the optimal policy is to choose some initial policy and 
then to iteratively obtain better and better policies. Unfortunately this iterative process can be 
computationally quite expensi .... e and moreover may pro .... ide little insight into the operation of the 
protocol itself. Our approach here will be to use our understanding of the protocol to infer 
elements (1) and (3) of the optimal policy and then to prove that no policy iteration would yield a 
better policy. A simple closed form characterization of (2) does not appear possible; this problem 
will be further discussed in section 4. 
3.1 A State Space Description and Pseudo Time 
Let us assume that time is discrete in units of ...l (where .:l can be arbitrarily small but finite) 
and is small enough 30 that the probability of more than one message arrival (anywhere in the 
network) can be assuoed to be zero. One straightforward state space approach is simply to 
encode for each ...1 unit of time in the past, whether or not it may still contain an untransmitted 
message arrival. However, this approach leads to a complicated state space which also grows 
exponentially in size with each ...1. 
An alternative approach is to introduce the notion of pseudo time, determine the optimal policy 
elements (1) and (3) within a state space based on pseudo time and then to relate these result, 
back to actual time. The relationship between actual time and pseudo time is shown below in 
figure 3. Pseudo time is defined such that each unit of pseudo time in the past is associated with 
a unit of actual time in the past which may still contain an untransmitted message arrival. \Vith 
no loss of generality, we can require that if tl precedes t2 in actual time then the pseudo time 
associated with tl precedes the pseudo time associated with t 2• In this case, the introduction of 
pseudo time essentially compresses the actual time axis by removing those intervals of time 
known to contain no untransmitted message arrivals. 
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Figure 3: Actual time and pseudo time 
Each state in pseudo time thus simply corresponds to the total amount of time which may still 
contain message arrivals. One possible pseudo time state space description is thus: 
S={O,1.2.3 ... } (3.1) 
where a particular state, I, indicates that i units of time may still contain untransmitted 
message arrivals. 
This state space description can be further refined as follows. Let K (in units of .:l) represent 
the imposed time constraint. Clearly. transmitting a message with a delay greater than K (in 
actual time) is useless work since the message will be lost at the receiver with probability 1. Thus 
the protocol should never send a message with a delay greater than K. When an initial window is 
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chosen, all messages with a dE'lay grt>att>r than K can therefore be di!lcarded bV the unding 
~tation. Thus. in a.ddition to policy elt>mE'nts (1), (2) and (3) of section 2, the optimal policy will 
also: 
4. discard any messages wit h a delay greater than K. These messages can be effectively 
discarded by marking the actual time intervals containing possible arrivals which would 
have a delay greater than K as if the intervals were known to contain no untransmitted 
arrivals. 
As a result of policy t>lement (4). tht>re are never more than K units of actual time (and hence 
pseudo time) possibly containing untransmittE'd message arrivals. Thus the pseudo time state 
space can be further refined to: 
s = { 0, 1. 2 ..... K-l, K} (3.2) 
3.2 Optimal Elements of the Window Control Policy 
In this section we establish the following theorem which states that the window control policy 
elements (1) and (3) which maximize the percentage of messages with delays less than K, result in 
successfully transmitted messages being sent on a global (network-wide) FCFS basis: 
Theorem 1: In the case that all message lengths are identically distributed and given policy 
element (4), the optimal selection of policy elements (1) and (3) is independent of policy element 
(2) and can be characterized as follows: 
1. The beginning of an initial window should be placed at the point in time closest to, but not 
exceeding, K units of time in the past (where K is the imposed time constraint) which may 
contain untransmitted messages. 
3. the older half of a split window is always selected first. 
Note that a message is lost unless the windowing process which results in its successful 
transmission begins within K units of time after its arrival. Intuitively, since all the message 
lengths are identically distributed, it would seem reasonable to transmit that message with a 
delay closest to. but not exceeding, the time bound; this is exactly what (1) and (3) aboye specify. 
A similar scheduling policy, minimum slack time scheduling [Coffman 76], can be easily proyen 
optimal in the deterministic case that all arrival times are known in advance. The present case is 
somewhat more complicated since only probabilistic information concerning arrival times is 
known and since any decision innuences the future evolution of the system. 
In establishing Theorem I, the following definitions will be useful: 
- actual ~ of a message. The amount of time between the current time and the arrival 
time C?f the message. 
- pseudo ~ of a message. The amount of time between the current time and the pseudo 
time associated with the actual arrival time of a message. Note that while a message's 
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actual delay always increases with time. the pseudo delay may both increase and decrease in 
time, depending on the behavior of the window mechanism . 
• actual loss: fraction of messages not successfully transmitted with an' actual delay less than 
K. Since the loss will be a function of the policy, we will write actual 10ss(P) to indicate the 
actual loss under policy P . 
• pseudo 105s: fraction of messages not' successfully transmitted with a pseudo delay less than 
K. Pseudo 10ss(P) indicates the pseudo loss under policy P. 
- one-step pseudo loss: the expected number of messages which have a pseudo delay less than 
K when a d~ci<;ion is made. but have a pseudo delay greater than K (and hence be lost 
under policy element 4) when the next decision is made. 
In order to establish Theorem 1. we will first establish the following lemmas, which will require 
the following assumption: 
Assumption 1 : The distribution of arrival times measured in actual time and in pseudo time 
is the same. i.e .. the removal of intervals of time and the concommitant shifting of actual arrival 
times (to get the pseudo arrival times) preserves the distribution of interarrival times. For the 
case of Poisson arrivals. the removal of an initial window containing 0 or 1 message arrivals 
preserves this property exactly. In general. however, if one half of a split window is removed, 
then the interarrival time distribution may not be exactly preserved. 
Lemma 1 : For any policy P: actualloss(P) ~ pseudo 10ss(P) 
Proof: By the definition of pseudo time, the pseudo delay of a message is always less than or 
equal to the actual delay of a message. Thus if a message's pseudo delay exceeds K. then its 
actual delay also exceeds K. 
Lemma 2 : Given policy element (4), any policy with policy elements (I) and (3) as in Theorem 
1 preserves the following property of all messages which are not lost: 
pseudo delay of a message = actual delay of a message 
Proof: Lemma 2 can be inductively established. Suppose the above property holds when a 
decision is made. If this property does not hold when the next decision is made, then the 
selection of the first window must have been such that there was a message which arrived 
bet ween K units of time in the past and the start of the first initial window. However, by 
hypothesis. the policy contains elements (1) and (3) as in Theorem 1 and thus no such message 
can exist. Thus the above property is preserved by each decision. 
Lemma 3 : Let {PW} be the set of all policies which choose the same size window when in the 
same state (i.e., the set of all policies with the same second element). Let P~ ! {PW} be the single 
policy with elements (1) and (3) as in Theorem 1. Then P~lS minimizes the one-step pseudo loss 
over all policies in {PW}. 
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Proof: Let us define the t:ritiral melflJageIJ as~ociated with a deci:'lion ~ (ollow!'. When a 
decision is made at time t'in state i, a probabilistic amount of time', 17, is required (or the 
windowing process and message transmission (if any). The critical mes!lages associated with the 
decision made at t' are those messages with a p!eudo arrival time after t~i but before t'+O'-K. 
That is, a critical me~sage is one with a pseudo delay less than i at t' which would have a pseudo 
delay greater than K at t'+O' (when the next decision is made) if it is not transmitted. The one-
step pseudo loss can thus ue expressed by the following expected value: 
one-step pseudo loss = 
E [ number of critical messages • 
prob. that a critical message is tran:'!mitted] 
(3.3) 
By 3.!:'!umption 1, all units of pseudo time are statistically identical with respect to message 
arrival times. Thus, for a given window size, the time between two consecutive decisions is 
independent of both the position of the first initial window and the procedure for choosing halves 
of a split window. Thus, for a given window size, the number of critical messages associated with 
a decision is independent or policy elements (1) and (3). Now, since p;. always selects the 
message with a pseudo delay closest to, but not exceeding K (i.e., the message that will be critical 
if anll messages are critical), P~s maximizes the second term in equation 3.3. Thus P;;1S minimizes 
the one-step pseudo loss. 
Lemma. : Given policy element 4 in section 3.1, a policy which minimizes the one-step pseudo 
loss also minimizes the pseudo loss .. 
Lemma 4 relates the short term pseudo loss to the long term average pseudo loss and relies on 
results r;::>II: JCC1;;:_Il) t!leory. The proor or lemma 4 can be found in appendix A. Given lemmas 1 
throuc:c ·i '.\';: ':011 now est.ablish theorem 1: 
Proof of Theorem 1: Let {PW} be the set of all policies which have the same second policy 
element and let P;s ! {PW} be the policy with elements (1) and (3) as in theorem 1. We want to 
show that no policy in {PW} has an actual loss less than P;s' Suppose there exists some policy, 
P~ which has an actual loss less than that of policy P;s : 
actual 10ss(P~) < actualloss(p;s) 
By lemma 2, we then have 
actual 10ss(P~) < actualloss(P;s) = pseudo 10ss(P~s) 
and then by lemmas 3 and 4: 
actualloss(P~) < pseudo 10ss(PW ) = min pseudo loss(P" 
... ms P'!{pw} I 
and thus specifically since P~ ! {PW}: 
actual 10ss(P~) < pseudo 10ss(P~) 
which contradicts lemma 1. Thus P~ cannot exist and thus P;s is the optimal policy. 
An important consequence of theorem 1 (stated 10 lemma 2) 15 that there IS no difference 
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between pseudo time and actual time. Thus. there are no "gaps" in time (the shaded regions in 
figure 2) between those intervals of actual time still possibly containing untransmitted messages. 
Thus the state space need not be a large and complicated encoding of all the intervals of time 
known to contain no untransmitted message arrivals. Rather, only a single piece of information 
need be maintained by the protocol - that point in time closest to, but not exceeding K units of 
time in the past which may contain untransmitted messages. This value will be known as 
t _past. Under the optimal protocol. it is further known that all time between t _ past and the 
current time may contain message arrivals. Figure 4 provides an example of the operation of the 
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Figure 4: The Controlled Window Protocol 
4. A Queueing Model of Protocol Performance 
The analysis developed in this section is based on viewing the messages distributed among the 
stations throughout the network as customers in a distributed queue. If we view channel acti~'ity 
as a function of time, the window protocol results in alternate use of the channel for the 
windowiug process (to determine the message to be transmitted) and for the successful 
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tran!mi!~ion of that me5!!age. Suppose we {'on!!ider the time required by the windowing proce'!!!!e'!'I 
immediately preceding. aDd re~ulting in. a me5!1age"~ tran!mi~5ion (i.e .• it~ ~cheduling timd to bf' 
part of it! 6crvice time. The !rheduling time component of a message·s service time is thus the 
time between either the end of the most recent message transmission or its own arrival time 
(whichever is more .-ecent) and the start of its own successful tran~mission. In this ca!le the 
distributed queue is equiyalent to a centralized queue in which a me~sage's service time con!'lists of 
two components: the 5cheduling time component and the actual transmission time component. 
4.1 An M/G/l Queue With Customer Loss 
A consequencE' of policy elements ( 1). (3) and (4) is that all succes~fully transmitted messages are 
sent on a FCFS basis. Furthermore, as a result of policy element (4), messages are lost at the 
sender ~I.e .. n~ver sent) only when their waiting time (as defined in section 2) exceeds the given 
time constuint. Thus. the operation of the optimal policy can be modeled as a FeFS queue in 
which rr::~·S3;1ges at the front of the queue are lost (denied service) if their waiting time in the 
queue has exceeded the time constraint; this model is shown below in figure 5a 
p(lost) 
Fig. 5- la: CUstarers are denied service 
if wait in queue > K. 
pClost) 
Fig. 5- Ib: CUstarers determine 
wai ting t.i.rre 3l1d do not 
join the queue if \Hait 
tL-re > K. 
Figure 5: Two ~10dels of a Queue With Customer Loss 
In terms of ser',er utilization. it makes no difference whether customers are lost upon arrival at 
the front of the queue or whether they somehow determine their waiting time and join the queue 
if and only if their waiting time is less than the specified time constraint. Thus. the probability 
that the server is busy is the same in the model in figure 5a as in the model in figure 5b. We will 
model the distributed queue using the ~1/G!1 queueing system shown in figure 5b. It should be 
noted that this model is only approximate since the "service" times are not truly independent. 
This second queueing model was recently studied in [Baccelli 811 for the MIG!! case for the 
waiting time distribution of customers entering service. If we are only interested in the 
probability of message loss, an alterna! ive approach can considerably simplify the analysis for the 
~i/G/l case. 
Let us define F(w,tl as the PDF of the unfinished work in the queue at time t: 
F(w.t) ,J P( unfinished work < w) 
:\ote that the unf:nished work in the queue corresponds to the waiting time an arriving customer 
II 
would experience under FCFS scheduling. By elementary continuity arguments. the PDF of the 
unfinished work at time t+.:1t can be characterized in terms of its value at time t as follows: 
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where K is the tiwe constraint, B(x) is the service time PDF of a customer. Il,(w-K) is the unit 
step function at K and c, = F(K.t). 
The fi:-st t~rm on the right hand side of equation 4.1 relates the value of F(w.t+.:1t) to the value 
of the F"0F 3t time t in the case of no message arrivals in .:1t. The second term is for the case of 
one m :~sagt arrival and unfinished work at time t+.:1t less than or equal to K. The final term is 
for the '3Se of one message arrival and unfinished work at time t+.:1t greater than K; the values 
of c, 2. ... :1 l-~, represent. respectively, the probability that an arriving customer found its waiting 
time tr. )e less than or greater than K. Rearranging the terms in equation 4.1! taking the limit as 
..It app!'.:>aches 0 and then (assuming equilibrium exists) taking the limit as t approaches infinity. 
reSUlr~ in the following pair of integra-differential equations for the distribution of unfinished 
work in the queue: 
0= dF(w) _ >.F(w) + >. rWB(w_x)d F(x) 
dw Jo x 
(O<w~K) (4:2)a 
(K < w) (4.2)b 
Let fw<K(w) be the derivative of the solution to equation 4.2 (i.e., the waiting time density (pdf) 
lin the region 0< w~K and let fK<w(w) be the waiting time density function in the region K<w. 
Then by conservation of probability, we have: 
( 4.3) 
At this point. we could solve (4.2) for fw<K(w) and fK<w(w) using equation 4.3 to determine the 
unknown constants. The solution to equation 4.2a can be shown [Klei'nrock i5] to be: 
where: 
00 
fw<K(w) = prO) I: pipi(w) 
i.o 
- prO) is the probability that the server is idle 
( 4.4) 
- p = >.:[, where>. and if are. respectiyely, the arrival rate and average service times of 
customers. 
- ,,(w) has the form of the residual service time distribution of an ~f/G/1 queue with no loss. 
i.e .. the dist.ribution of the remaining work that an arriving customer would find for a 
customer in service. 
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• pi(w) is the i-fold convolution of ~(w). 
The solution of equalil)n 4.2b is ron!!iderably more complex; fortunately, it n('('u not be solved. 
Note that the second term on I hr I('ft of equation 4.3 is simply the probabilit.y that an arriving 
customer finds a waiting time grraler than K and thus does not join the queue and is lost: 
irx;K<w(W)dW = p(loss) = 1· p(accepted) (4.5) 
The loss probability ran be related to prO), the probability that the server is idle, using the simple 
conservation of now argument shown in figure 6. The average rate of customers joining the 
queue i:; given by >.p(arcept) and the average rate or customers leaving the queue after service is 
given bi the probability that the server is busy times the rate at which the server services these 
custom;!rs. By conservation of now, the average arrival rate and departure rate must be the 
same 31,d thus: 
p( accept)p = 1 • P(O) 
). . p(lost} 
Figure 6: Flow Conservation 
(4.6) 
1 
p(server busy) • X. 
Using equations 4.3 - 4.6 we can now determine the probability of message loss: 
p(loss) = (4.7) 
Xi K 
where z(K,p) = 2: pi! pi(w)dw 
i-o 0 
As a check of equation 4.7, note that in the limit that K approaches infinity, P(loss) approache::. 
0. As K approaches 0, p(loss) approaches l-P(O). That is, the probability that a customer is lost 
approaches the probability that the server is busy, as would be expected since as K approaches 0, 
a customer would only enter service if the queue was empty. 
Equation 4.7 thus gives the probability of message loss under optimal policy elements (1), (3) 
and (4). Note that we have not yet specified policy element (2) which determines the initial 
window length. The values chosen for (2) will affect both ~ (and thus p) and P(w) in equation 
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4.i. Unfortunately, computing the optimal \'alue of policy element (2) would require solving the 
set of equation (AI) in the appendix and thus is computationally too expensive to be of practical 
use; similar problems have been encountered in other protocol models based on semi-\larkov 
decision analysis [Lam 75J. Thus, rather than compute the optimal values for (2). let us examine 
the performance of the protocol using a heuristic rule for (2). 
Specifically, let us assume that (2) is chosen to minimize the average amount of time required 
by the windowing process to schedule a message. Even if the window sizes are selected in this 
manner, determining the first moment and distribution of the message scheduling time is not an 
easy task. In [Kurose 83J these values were approximated by exactly determining the average 
scheduling time for two arrival rates and fitting a function to these endpoints to approximate the 
average scheduling time for intermediate arrival rates. This average scheduling time was then 
used as the mean of a geometrically distributed service time. The performance results obtained 
using these analytic approximations were shown to coincide closely with simulation results. 
A final complication in evaluating equation 4.7 is that the average scheduling time (and thus 
mes,j06e service time) depends on the fraction of messages actually entering the queue and 
eve~~ually receiving service. i.e., the scheduling time components of x and ~(w) are dependent on 
p(loss). However, since the scheduling delay is known to be exactly 0 for the case that K=O. x, 
p(w) and p(loss) can be computed exactly at K=O. The values of x and t3(w) at K=E (E close to 0) 
can then be closely approximated using the exact fraction of messages entering service for K=O; 
these values can then be used to compute the loss at K=E. In this fashion the loss at the nth 
yalue of K can be iteratively computed using the loss at the (n-l)st value of K to compute x and 
,1( w). 
4.2 Some Numerical Results 
In figures -; we present some numerical results for the performance of the controlled protocol 
and compare these results with those 'rrom [Kurose 83J in which the protocol provided FCFS and 
LCFS service and messages were lost only at the receiving stations. Performance results are given 
for various values of M and p~ where ~{ is the fixed message length in units of the end-to-end 
propagation delay of the channel, r, and p/ is the arrival rate of all messages (lost and 
transmitted) times 
As expected. these results show significant performance improvements over the FeFS and LCFS 
results. Two factors contribute to this increase in performance. First, the optimal policy 
elements (1) and (3) have been used; :'the critical role of these two policy elements was 
demonstrated in [Kurose 83J. However, the increase in' performance probably primarily results 
from the inclusion of policy element (4). Note that as a'result of this policy element, the channel 
is used only for "useful" work. That is. if the protocol sends a message then, due to element (4) 
and our definition of waiting time, that message will be accepted at the receiving station with 
probability 1. Thus, unlike the protocols in [Kurose 83J, the channel is never used for the 
transmission of messages which are lost at the receiving station. 
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Figure 7: Performance Re~!Ult! 
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Recall that our definition of waiting time in section 2 does not include a message's own 
scheduling time as part of its waiting time. This definition only approximates the truer (and 
more traditional) definition of waiting time: the time between a message's arrival at a sending 
station and the start of its successful transmission. The waiting time approximation was 
introduced to avoid considerable complication to the analyses of sections 3 and... In the 
simulation results shown in figure i, messages were considered lost when their true waitil!g time 
exceeded the time constraint. (Note that in this case it is possible for messages to be lost at both 
the sending and receiving stations.) The close agreement between the analytic results and the 
simulation re~!Ults indicate that the waiting time approximation as well as the other 
approximations and assumptions underlying the analysis are indeed reasonable. 
5. Conclusion 
In t}us paper we have examined the problem of controlling a group random access protocol 
based on message arrival times in order to maximize the percentag~ of messages with delays 
below a given bound. First, we identified four policy elements which comprised a policy for 
controlling protocol operation. A semi-Markov decision model was then developed and three of 
the four optimal policy elements were determined within this model; these elements were found to 
be both intuitive and simple. A simple closed form characterization of the final optimal policy 
element was not found. 
Although the decision model was shown to be sufficient to provide performance results. it was 
found to be too computationally expensive to be of practical use. Thus an alternative 
performance model. based on a queueing system with impatient customers, was developed. A 
heuristic was then adopted for the final policy element. Protocol performance was then examined 
and found to be superior to cases in which it was not controlled using optimal policy elements (1). 
(2) and'("), 
Finally. several extensions of this work seem promlslDg to pursue. First, note that our 
definition of a policy (i.e., elements (1) through (4)) is q'nly one policy by which the protocol can 
be controlled. Introducing additional policy elements (e.g .. not necessarily splitting a window in 
half), may result in further performance improvements. Secondly, the protocol discussed in this 
paper operates in a synchronous manner. Since the synchronization of distributed stations is 
often a difficult task, it would be desirable for the protocol to operate in an asynchronous 
manner. It would be interesting to explore different approaches for achieving this asynchronous 
operation and the effect of these approaches on the time-constrained performance of the protocol. 
~lolle [Molle 831 has recently investigated several aspects of this problem. Finally. the present 
protocol requires that all stations select initial windows of the same size. This may not be 
possible in practice and in some cases may not even be desirable! For example. if different 
stations have different priorities. then one form of priority be can achieved by permitting stations 
to choose different initial window sizes. Determining a policy for choosing these window sizes 
based on station priority and analyzing the performance of such a policy is an interesting. but 
potentially difficult, problem for future work. 
[Baccelli 81] 
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Appendix A: Proof of Lemma :! 
Let p/e{PW} be a policy with a decision. k~ which for some state SitS does not minimize the one 
step pseudo loss. Also define: 
- p~ to be the probability that state Sj immediately succeeds state Sj given decision k is made 
upon entry to state !lj' 
- rf to be the average time from when a decision is made upon entry to state Sj to the time 
when the next decision is made. given decision k is made upon entry to state Sj' 
. rf to be the one step pseudo loss in state Sj' given decision k is made upon entry to state Sj' 
Recall that {PW} is a set of policies which choose the same action for policy element (2). i.e., 
choose the same size initial window when in the same state. Since any two equal length intervals 
of time are statistically identical, then if policies P and pI are in {pw}, and choose actions k and 
k I respectively when in state Sj then 
k k I\,\, I 
P .. = p.. and r.= r. IJ IJ 1 1 
We now want to determine if P I minimizes the average pseudo loss even though it does not (by 
hypothesis) minimize the one step pseudo loss for state Sj' If pI does not minimize the average 
pseudo loss then there must exist a policy iteration [Howard 71] starting from pI which yields a 
policy with a smaller pseudo loss. To determine if such a policy iteration exists. we would 
normally have to solve the set of simultaneous equations: 





n=1.2 '" K (AI) 
wherr \'(.;.=0 and ~ ~ r~ I and p~; are romputed u~ing t hr drri~ion' of poliry pI to drtermine the 
values of g and {\). g is known as the gain under policy pI and can be related to the average 
pseudo lo!'s: {\ .. } is known as the set of relative values. To determine if a policy iteration exists. 
J 
we must examine the ... alue of -t. defined below, for all possible decisions, k, in state Sj: 
1r = -(rr/rf) + (l/rf) L: P~"j (A2) 
J"\ 
Fortunately, for the purposes of proving that pI does not mlDlmlze the average pseudo loss, we 
need nOI actually solve Al (note. however. that a numerical value for the 1055 can be obtained 
frolll solving AI). 0:ow. if we can show that there is some alternate decision, k, such that 
1~1 < 1~ 
I I 
then P I doe~ not maximize the gain and hence does not minimize the average pseudo loss [Howard 
71!. By our above arguments, pt. and 1 are independent of k for all Pf{PW}. Thus. A2 can be 
ex pfl' ssed: 
1r = -c1rr + c2 
where c1 an:! c2 are constant with respect to k and c1 is positive. Since r~ ~O, the maximum 
value of 1~ cc:urs when r~ is minimized. By hypothesis, P' chooses k'such that r~ is not 
minimized and thus there exists some k such that rf is less than r( Thus there exists a policy 
iteration on P' and hence P'does not minimize the average pseudo loss. Thus, any policy which 
does not minimize the one step pseudo 1055 in every state does not minimize the average pseudo 
loss. 
